


WELCOME TO THE 
ABOVE & BEYOND AWARDS 
CEREMONY 2022
People are at the heart of all that we do at Edinburgh Napier – and recognising 
the contribution our colleagues make to the University’s achievements is as vital 
as the work they do on a daily basis.

Tonight, we’re delighted to be back in person and online to recognise colleagues 
from across the University for their contribution. We’re also celebrating 
individuals with length of service and those who achieved HEA accreditation 
over the previous academic year.

Also, a big thank you to everyone who took the time to submit a nomination this 
year. In total, we received almost 300 nominations and, this evening, we 
welcome our shortlisted nominees, wishing them the best of luck in each of their 
respective categories. You can find details of each shortlisted nominee later in 
this brochure.

Thank you for attending this evening, whether it be in person or online, and 
helping make it a night to remember.

Have a great night,

The Above & Beyond Team
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Midwifery and Nursing 
Graduations October 2021
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It wouldn’t be an Above & Beyond event 
without Edinburgh Napier’s homegrown 
difference-maker Geoff Day. 

This is Geoff’s fourth year of hosting our 
annual celebrations - some may say he keeps 
turning up like a bad penny, but he is a master 
of ceremony like no other! 

He’s inspirational, enigmatic, and sometimes 
witty…he holds the ceremony together like a 
professional conductor keeping everything 
smooth, together and running on time - 
bringing the whole event to life! A huge 
thanks to Geoff for his continued 
commitment in taking up this role and doing 
it so brilliantly.

GEOFF DAY
Master of Ceremonies

JUNE BOYLE
Chair of Court 

June is a thought leader and practitioner in 
the field of HR, organisation effectiveness 
and learning and development. Her 
organisational experience spanned four major 
global organisations including BP, RBS, BT 
and Lloyds Banking Group.  

June’s attention has shifted these last 10 
years towards deepening and broadening her 
contribution and impact towards leadership 
teams and leaders across a variety of areas 
including management consulting and 
facilitation, purpose led businesses, 
leadership development in post conventional 

and complex times, strategic change 
management and senior leadership coaching. 
She has developed a range of partnerships, 
networks and collaborations globally that are 
committed to leaders and businesses who 
wish to transform their future, achieve new 
levels of performance and create sustainable 
success for their organisations and all their 
stakeholders and communities. 

We are delighted that June is able to attend 
this year’s event and join us in celebrating 
with our Above & Beyond delegates this 
evening. 

Geoff Day

June Boyle
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As Principal and Vice-Chancellor for Edinburgh 
Napier University, Andrea has attended and 
presented at all Above & Beyond events since the 
very first one took place at our Sighthill campus 
back in 2017. 

Since then, the Above & Beyond event has come a 
long way and has become a highlight in the 
academic calendar that Andrea looks forward to 
immensely, it’s a moment for the whole University 
to come together, to recognise and celebrate our 
colleagues’ achievements. 

Andrea is especially thrilled, after two long years, 
to be able to welcome delegates back in-person 
to Craiglockhart. And not only this, but also for the 
first time ever, to be able to invite all colleagues to 
join us virtually to this year’s hybrid ceremony. 

We'd like to thank Andrea for her continued 
enthusiasm, passion, and commitment since this 
all began in 2017.

Andrea Nolan
Ceremony Co-Host

Andrea Nolan
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Agenda

5.30pm
Welcome drinks and registration

6.30pm
Ceremony begins

7.30pm
Post-ceremony celebrations

8.30pm
Carriages

This is our sixth Above & Beyond Awards, having launched the recognition scheme in 
2017, with staff nominating their colleagues in one or more of the ten award categories.

We received an amazing 282 nominations this year, which were all reviewed and 
considered by our Above & Beyond panel.

Each of our nominees received a detailed written nomination from at least one of their 
colleagues, who took time to recognise the way in which they carry out their role. In this 
brochure, we present a brief summary of each of our shortlisted nominees for each of the 
ten award categories, the winner of which will be announced tonight!

The panel comprised of the following colleagues from across our Academic and 
Professional Services teams, to whom we are eternally grateful:

The
Panel

Bruce Harper-McDonald 
School of Health & 
Social Care

Fiona Mason 
Research & Innovation

Richard Whitecross 
The Business School

Brydon Connolly 
Property & Facilities

Helen MacDonough 
Information Services

Amanda Pitkethly 
School of Applied Sciences

Colin Smith 
School of Computing

Abdelfateh Kerrouche 
School of Engineering & 
Built Environment

Catriona Cunningham 
Department of Learning 
& Teaching 
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Designer of this year’s awards
The award was designed by 2nd year product design students: Rocio 
Baldasano Martinez, Charlie Mackay and Lachlan Mcgovern.  

The focus of this year’s awards was to manufacture a design from a 
sustainable material. Students chose Durat which is a recycled sheet 
material made from post industrial waste products. This waste material is 
chipped and then cast into a flat sheet panel.  

Rocio, Charlie and Lachlan designed their award around Edinburgh Napier 
University’s values, choosing to show the ‘inclusive’ value by the arrow 
shapes held together by an opposing red centre.  

With a focus on simplicity this design considered an efficient 
manufacturing process that was appropriate to producing a small batch 
production run with minimum waste. The award can be displayed up right 
or on its side.
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Student Recruitment Open Day 
October 2021
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ISS Project Team: Derek MacDonald, Information 
Systems Development Manager, Ross Dunbar, Senior IT 
Developer, Keith Laidlaw, Senior IT Developer, Graham 
McLaughlin, Senior Application Developer, Neil Moxey, IT 
Developer, Josh McQueen, IR Developer, David Russell, 
Senior Developer and Mark Smith, Senior IT Developer

Due to GDPR issues with the BI Query reporting platform, 
this team directed all their resources to deliver a 
replacement reporting platform. 

The project timeline had to be drastically altered in October 
last year when it became apparent that the immediate 
removal of the platform from our estate was necessary to 
ensure compliance with the Cyber Essentials certification 
scheme. 

In just five weeks the team took this challenge and recreated 
over 70 reports, they turned this into an opportunity to 
improve the current reporting mechanism, with additional 
functionality such as report filtering and combining new data 
tables. 

Russell Wilson, Technician - School of Applied Sciences

Russell has been actively involved in numerous projects 
promoting technical roles. 

He won the RSciTech CPD award in 2020 and followed this 
up by winning the RSci CPD award in 2021. 

Russell is currently involved in various collaborative groups 
with technicians from various institutions around the 
country. These collaborations resulted in Russell applying for 
grant funding for a project to promote technical roles as a 
career. He was successful with this funding and is leading on 
a project which involves technicians from various institutions 
creating virtual videos and presentations that explain the 
role of a technician. 

Simone Kurtzke, Lecturer - The Business School

In September 2021, Simone became the School Academic 
Lead of Online Learning in the Business School. She explores 
and analyses areas of improvements for our Global Online 
provision and works collegiately with colleagues in 
implementing these improvements. 

Her determination to improve our Global Online provision 
and can-do attitude are admirable and encourage others to 
follow her example. She mentors and supports new 
members of staff who are joining the Global Online team and 
provides guidance on her own initiative, which enhances 
colleagues’ confidence and familiarity with our Global Online 
provision.

The nominees: 
Ambitious Award 
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The nominees: 
Inclusive Award 
Jonathan Staal, Inclusion Services Manager - Student 
Wellbeing & Inclusion

Jonathan has worked hard to engage staff from across the 
University (academic & professional services), to help 
everyone recognise we all have a role in delivering on our 
legal (and moral) obligations towards our disabled students. 
 
Through the ‘I'm In’ and mainstreaming reasonable 
adjustments work, Jonathan has shifted our position for the 
better on supporting disabled students. It takes significant 
fortitude and personal resilience to do this, often as a lone 
voice, when seeking to influence change without positional 
authority.  

Jonathan has effectively created an alliance of staff who now 
understand and are prepared to shape inclusive practice, 
positioning the University well for the future. 

Learning Disability Nursing 
student Jodie Tocher working 
with children at Calais Wood 

School in Dunfermline
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 Jamie Pearson, Environmental Sustainability Manager - Property & Facilities

Jamie has organised, with our washroom services contractor, for the University to have 
sanitary bins in every bathroom cubicle in every building within the University - this is a 
wonderful step for inclusion of staff and students of a broad range of gender identities 
and anatomical variations.

Jamie is always such an approachable person, who eagerly takes onboard the 
experiences of others, there are many other things he has quietly organised and will 
continue to organise in future which will help to turn the University's values into action. 

Adam Satur, School Support Administrator - School Support Service

Adam (preferred pronouns: they/them) is a tireless and knowledgeable campaigner for 
diversity and inclusion. Adam regularly raises awareness of various topics or issues, very 
often with the lens of accessibility.

Whilst Adam is open about their own personal inclusion challenges, they show the same 
energy about a wide range of issues, in fact anything that is about giving staff or 
students equity of opportunity. Adam is also a thoughtful and dependable sounding 
board and someone who is able to bring balanced consideration to complicated and 
controversial issues such as trans rights in female only spaces. 

The University benefits greatly from the additional work Adam puts in their research, 
and in their role as Co-Lead of the LGBT+ Network.
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Maggie Reid, Business Development & Relationship 
Manager – RIE

Maggie’s contribution during the pandemic  increased the 
external profile of the University’s enterprise agenda - in 
relation to (a) the development of a Teaching and 
Research Care Home for Lothian - Maggie developed the 
Business Case for the original proposal to the Scottish 
Government on behalf of a consortium of universities and 
partners; and (b) assisting in the costing and contract prep 
for research/consultancy contracts that underpin 
potential data driven innovations within the social care 
sector. 

Generating income to a high level and/or commercial 
success is a marathon, not a sprint, but without the 
foundational support and guidance from Maggie this arm 
of SHSC would be much more of an endless endurance 
event. Her can-do mindset is infectious and she is to be 
commended for bringing to the attention of the academics 
all relevant opportunities to generate income or make 
savings. 

Johnson Zhang, Professor - School of Engineering & 
The Built Environment 

Professor Zhang has demonstrated his persistent and 
consistent effort in driving the entrepreneurship 
agenda forward. 

He has become a role model for other academics to 
follow. He is relentless in devising solutions, aligning with 
business partners, and establishing new collaborations 
both within and beyond ENU. His entrepreneurship 
achievements are demonstrated in the following areas: 

• Increasing ENU’s reputation and showcasing our 
ambition at COP26 with social, environmental, and 
economic impact. The prototype of his new product 
(prestressed bamboo-timber composite structural 
material) offers the potential for radical change in the UK 
and globally.

• His adaptable approach has successfully identified and 
exploited opportunities from the British Council, Asian 
investment, and opportunities in both the Asian and 
European marketplaces. 

His patented product is bringing international attention to 
ENU and more income from commercialisation will come. 

The nominees: 
University Enterprise Award
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Lisa McMillan, Lab Plastics 
Recycling Initiative at 

Edinburgh Napier University
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Diane MacLean, Dean - SACI

Under Diane’s leadership the School of Arts and Creative 
Industries has gone from strength to strength and attained 
incredible results in the UK University league tables. As a 
whole the school is now one of the top performing Creative 
Industries schools in the UK: in the Guardian they are now 
number one for Journalism, Publishing and PR, number two 
for Film Production and Photography, fifth for Media and 
Film Studies and seventh for Music. The Times Good 
University Guide features Napier in the top 10 for Art & 
Design, Dance, Drama & Cinematics, with English ranked 
sixth best in the UK. 

These results are testimony to Diane’s passion, 
determination and drive. She is trusted by her staff and held 
in the highest regard both internally and externally; and 
despite all her efforts on our behalf she continues to 
maintain her own research. 

Claire Coleman, Academic Skills Manager - IOSR

Claire has steered the Academic Skills team through several 
restructures and many other challenges, not least the 
pandemic. Through her leadership and unfailing 
encouragement, they were able to put our service 
completely online at high speed. This was driven by Claire’s 
continuous determination to support students, as well as our 
academic colleagues. Despite facilitating our collective drive, 
Claire is always acutely aware of her team’s wellbeing. 

Through her effective communication, strong working 
relationships, collaborative working style and again, 
determination to do the best for our students, the team is 
now integral to several related wider institutional areas of 
priority and academic integrity. Claire is ambitious for 
students, her team and for the individuals within her team. 

The nominees: 
Leadership Excellence Award
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Gráinne Barkess, Head of Researcher Development - RIE

In managing a Researcher Development team who all started 
in or since March 2020, Gráinne has inspired and motivated 
them through immense challenges, from moving the 
Researcher Development Programme online and transitioning 
back to in-person events, to encouraging new and more 
expansive projects such as running a collaborative mentoring 
scheme for researchers with Queen Margaret University. 

Gráinne promotes new and innovative opportunities, building 
careers and growing networks by encouraging team 
participation in sector professional development. She 
consistently promotes collaborative working and 
communicates effectively to deliver excellent results. 

Her communication conveys clear instructions or feedback in a 
timely manner, and Gráinne has always taken the time to 
ensure that everyone is on the same page and responds to 
any question. Gráinne is an exemplary leader.

John Napier bronze bust
at Merchiston
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Claire Garden, Senior Lecturer – School of Applied 
Sciences

Claire has demonstrated exceptional commitment to the 
advancement of Learning & Teaching, not only within the 
School of Applied Sciences, but also at University and 
National level.  

This can be evidenced by her being acknowledged as a key 
contributor in gaining accreditation from the Royal Society of 
Biology for our undergraduate Biological Sciences 
programmes, being co-investigator for a successful funding 
bid from the Scottish Advanced Therapy & Skills Training 
Network (a programme which allows final year and 
post-graduate students to develop their lab skills and 
enhance employment prospects), and authoring a number of 
publications on curriculum development and pedagogical 
approaches. 

Agata Krowinska, Lecturer - The Business School

Agata Krowinska consistently provides a teaching experience 
that is innovative, challenging, inclusive and rewarding for 
students and inspiring and motivating to colleagues.  

She devises modules and assessments that are modern and 
innovative, the new module Social Media and Content 
Marketing for example received 100% satisfaction from 
students in its’ first iteration.  

With her fresh and exciting digital marketing modules Agata 
has been a key driver in keeping the Marketing Management 
degrees modern and relevant for students and practitioners 
alike.  

Agata runs the undergraduate dissertation module for the 
marketing group and her work in this regard has given our 
students confidence and direction, inspiring their choice of 
topic and giving them the enthusiasm to follow their 
interests to the best of their ability. 

Julia Zauner, Associate Lecturer – School of Applied 
Sciences

Julia joined us in 2020 as a guaranteed hours lecturer and 
has since excelled in this role, supporting colleagues and 
students in a way which goes far beyond expectations.  

Her approach with students is outstanding. The module 
(victimology) deals with some dark subjects, but Julia 
handled teaching on this with extreme sensitivity to the 
point that students felt empowered to really engage with the 
subjects. Furthermore, she arranged guest speakers and 
supported input from outside the course - really enhancing 
student experience. The module feedback was superb and a 
testament to Julia's support and administration of various 
parts of the module. 

The nominees: 
Learning & Teaching Award
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Physiotherapy Class in the 
Clinical Skills Suite at Sighthill
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Abigail Cunningham
School of Applied Sciences
Fellow

Amber Kennedy
School of Health & 
Social Care
Fellow

Amrit Dencer-Brown
Department of Learning & 
Teaching Enhancement
Fellow

Andrew Bratton
The Business School
Fellow

Annabelle Barlow
International Operations &
Student Recruitment 
Associate Fellow

Anne Moylan
School of Health & 
Social Care
Senior Fellow

Anne Chalmers
The Business School
Associate Fellow

Antonia Cairns
School of Arts & 
Creative Industries
Fellow

Baraq Ghaleb
School of Computing
Fellow

Basel Barakat
School of Engineering & 
The Built Environment
Associate Fellow

Bryden Stillie
School of Arts & 
Creative Industries
Principal Fellow

Chris Divito
The Business School
Associate Fellow

HEA
Fellowship

Our purpose, outlined in the University 
strategy, is to deliver high quality 
education and research to add value to 
the social, cultural and economic capital
of our communities and shape their 
development. As part of that 
commitment, the University is 
accredited to award fellowship of the 
Higher Education Academy at various 
levels.

Developed as practitioners, colleagues 
are provided with the opportunity to 
identify their achievements, good 
practice, and innovative approaches to 
learning and teaching. In the academic 
year 2020/21, 71 colleagues were 
successful in gaining their HEA 
fellowship status.
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Christine Surradge
School of Applied Sciences
Associate Fellow

Colin McGill
School of Applied Sciences
Fellow

Corin Anderson
School of Arts & Creative 
Industries
Fellow

David Graham Smith
School of Applied Sciences
Fellow

Doug George Young
The Business School
Fellow

Elaine Thomson
The Business School
Senior Fellow

Elena Prokofieva
School of Engineering & The 
Built Environment 
Associate Fellow

Eleni Karamali
The Business School
Associate Fellow

Ellis Andrew Urquhart
The Business School
Fellow

Emma Anderson
Student Futures
Associate Fellow

Fern Findlay Greene
School of Applied Sciences
Associate Fellow

Filipa Henderson Sousa
School of Applied Sciences
Associate Fellow

Fiona Savage
School of Applied Sciences
Fellow

Hasmik Samvelyan
School of Applied Sciences
Fellow

Hock Tan
The Business School
Fellow

Ian Noel Price
School of Health & 
Social Care
Fellow

James Hind
School of Arts & 
Creative Industries
Associate Fellow

James Kieran Thompson
The Business School
Fellow

Jenny Ella Revel
School of Health & 
Social Care
Fellow

Jonathan William Stinson
School of Engineering & The 
Built Environment
Fellow

Kat Rezai
The Business School
Senior Fellow

Kate Fennell
School of Health & 
Social Care
Fellow

Ken Dempster
School of Arts & Creative 
Industries
Associate Fellow
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HEA
Fellowship

Kieren Elder
School of Applied Sciences
Associate Fellow

Kingsley Obinna Omeihe
The Business School
Fellow

Kirstie Jamieson
School of Arts & Creative 
Industries
Fellow

Larissa Engelmann
School of Applied Sciences
Associate Fellow

Leslie Dodd
The Business School
Fellow

Louise Drumm
Department of Learning & 
Teaching Enhancement 
Senior Fellow

Marie McLaughlin
School of Applied Sciences
Associate Fellow

Marizah Minhat
The Business School
Associate Fellow

Matthew Dutton
The Business School
Fellow

Michael Fascia
The Business School
Fellow

Nadine Dougall
School of Health & 
Social Care
Fellow

Natalie Reguis
School of Engineering & The 
Built Environment 
Associate Fellow

Nicola Beth Davidson
School of Health & 
Social Care
Fellow

Oluwaseun Bamgboye
School of Computing
Associate Fellow

Pablo Jaen-Sola
The School of Engineering 
& The Built Environment 
Fellow

Pamela Logan
School of Health & 
Social Care
Senior Fellow

Pasquale Cicchetti
School of Arts & 
Creative Industries
Fellow

Paul Naughton
The Business School
Fellow

Pauline Gordon
The Business School
Senior Fellow

Pavlos Papadopoulos
School of Computing
Associate Fellow

Peter Tormey
International Operations 
& Student Recruitment
Fellow

Rachel Davidson-Welch
School of Health & 
Social Care
Fellow

Rachel Lopera-Burgueno
School of Applied Sciences
Associate Fellow

Richard Whitecross
The Business School
Principal Fellow
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Sam Abdulla
School of Health & 
Social Care
Senior Fellow

Sarah Borthwick Saddler
The Business School
Senior Fellow

Savvas Papadopoulos
School of Engineering & 
The Built Environment
Fellow

Sean Mckeown
School of Computing
Fellow

Sophie Gerrard
School of Arts & 
Creative Industries
Fellow

Sophie Foley
School of Applied Sciences
Senior Fellow

Stuart Taylor
Department of Learning 
& Teaching Enhancement
Fellow

Sukhjit Kaur
The Business School
Fellow

Taulant Guma
School of Applied Sciences
Fellow

Thomas Methven
School of Computing
Fellow

Thomas George Campbell
School of Applied Sciences
Fellow

Valerio Giuffrida
School of Computing
Fellow
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Edyta Hoszko, Reporting & Management Accountant - 
Finance 

Edyta has shown exemplary professionalism in her work 
supporting the Data Driven Innovation Skills Gateway project 
at Edinburgh Napier University (£700,000). This project has 
been running for two years, with a further six years to go and 
the work Edyta has put in at the start to create excellent 
processes is ensuring not only that we are paid promptly, but 
that the University is gaining a reputation for accuracy and 
timeliness across the City Deal (£1.1bn). 

The City Deal Skills Gateway is a complex project, with all 
colleges and universities in the South East of Scotland 
involved, so developing good working relationships is crucial 
for multiple partners, over an extended period.

This year we have added Queen Margaret University to the 
delivery team. Edyta is highly professional in all her dealings 
and is a real ambassador for Edinburgh Napier University. 

Katrina Swanton, Head of Quality & Enhancement – 
DLTE

Katrina heads up Quality Enhancement and yet is also the 
go-to person for all of DLTE and beyond for many aspects of 
learning and teaching - from writing learning outcomes to 
assessment. She shares her expertise with generosity and 
an enthusiasm that demonstrates her exceptional 
commitment to our student experience but also to our staff 
experience. 

Her specific contribution through the pandemic to assure and 
enhance academic standards was exemplary. Katrina acts as 
a reviewer for ENroute and mentoring where appropriate. 
Katrina's contribution extends beyond the University - she is 
an ELIR reviewer, an active collaborator across the sector 
working for example with QAA (Scotland), representing 
Edinburgh Napier and inputting to the National Teaching 
Repository. In these external roles, she further enhances the 
reputation of the University.

The nominees: 
Professional Award
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Andy Hendry & John Walsh, Property & Facilities 
Assistants – Property & Facilities

Andy & John play an important role with Student 
Accommodation throughout the student journey. This team 
continues to demonstrate their professionalism and maintain 
high working standards.

Our students do not see the work that goes on behind the 
scenes prior to arriving and at times the logistical service may 
not get recognition that is deserved, or departments may not 
fully appreciate the demand of their role, but 

Student Accommodation are always confident that this small 
team meet deadlines continuously throughout the student 
tenancies. 

Their role helps Student Accommodation maintain a high 
standard of service and high scoring student survey through 
meeting and exceeding our customers’ needs. 

Police Officers working at an event, 
School of Applied Sciences
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Steve Yorkstone, Business Improvement Consultant - 
Strategy Hub

Steve facilitated the development of a Programme Roadmap 
for the suite of undergraduate biological sciences 
programmes within the School of Applied Sciences. 

The process, facilitated by Steve, was as important, if not 
more, than the generation of the roadmap itself and enabled 
the programme leader to manage the programme 
management so they could engage in educational leadership. 

The innovative approach has been recognised externally and 
both the process and roadmap have been shared with 
colleagues from universities across Scotland, the UK and 
within Ireland, Australia and the States. Steve has 
co-presented this work nationally and internationally and 
the project will be published as a case study in an upcoming 
SEDA book written to support programme leaders. 

SHSC Interviewing Team; Michael Hepburn, Learning 
Space Technician - IS, Lesley Lucas, Learning 
Technology Advisor - IS, Belinda Merchant, IT Service 
Manager - IS Ailsa sharp, Nursing Lecturer - SHSC, Ian 
Stables, Lecturer - SHSC, Fiona Carver, Lecturer - 
SHSC, Kathryn Hardie, Lecturer - SHSC, Catherine 
MacFarlane, Lecturer - SHSC, Helen Blackburn, 
Lecturer - SHSC, Sandy Carlin-Campbell, School 
Support Assistant - School Support Service, Kev Head, 
Pastoral Support Advisor - SHSC

This team has developed a computerised Confident Caring 
Assessment (situational judgement test) which reflects the 
requirements of the Nursing and Midwifery (NMC) 
professional body standards. 

This has involved working collaboratively with students, 
clinical partners and services users in the development of 
clinical scenarios (filmed) and computerised questions based 
around the behaviours outlined in the NMC (2018) The Code 
(outlines professional behaviour). 

In 2020/21 the recruitment team invited over 2300 students 
for interview. This innovation will reduce workload 
associated with face to face/group interviews, and increase 
the opportunity to invite students, clinical partners and 
service users to co-produce a recruitment strategy. 

The nominees: 
Innovative Award 
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Georgina Gilmer, Head of CPD and Consultancy – RIE, 
Wendy Steven, External Projects Manager – RIE, Lee 
Conlan, Head of Reward – HR and Laura Wright, Head 
of Financial Reporting & Projects - Finance

This team developed and designed the first ever 
‘Consultancy and Commercial Activity Framework’ for 
our university. 

This framework was developed to encourage and incentivise 
staff to undertake consultancy, non-credit bearing bespoke 
CPD and contract research activities in support of 
knowledge exchange and external collaboration. This brand 
new incentivisation framework for Edinburgh Napier will 
undoubtedly improve how we work. 

Engaging in commercial activity has career and reputational 
benefits for staff members and an increase in this activity 
will also support the delivery of the University’s strategic 
objectives. The design and content, it’s ongoing 
implementation and the ultimate acceptance of the 
framework by ULT is directly attributable to the outstanding, 
innovative and driven approach of this team. 

Electric Vehicle Workshops 
for school pupils
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Bernardino D’Amico, Associate Professor – School 
of Engineering & The Built Environment

Bernardino has experienced an unusual teaching load in 
the past year and nevertheless he has successfully 
produced seven journal articles, received over 200 
citations, participated as Co-I in two successful research 
proposals and received industry funding for two R&D 
projects to advance timber engineering. 

Johnson Zhang, Professor - School of Engineering & 
The Built Environment

Johnson Zhang led his team in the innovative and 
impactful Bamboo-Timber Grid-shell structure research. 
The research group teamed up with the International 
Bamboo and Rattan Organisation (INBAR) to showcase 
the grid-shell structure at COP26 to promote 
sustainable construction. This is pioneering research 
that has a far-reaching impact, which supports the UK 
Government’s net-zero ambition and has the potential to 
catch the imagination of the public.

This research could have significant positive impact on 
the external environment as it promotes sustainable 
construction materials in modern buildings and supports 
the UK Government’s net-zero ambition. Leading 
research in this area will not only safeguard the jobs in 
the forest and construction industry but also provide 
high added value to the Scottish timbers and creating a 
sustainable built environment. It also underpins the 
sustainable Covid recovery.

The nominees: 
Research & Innovation Award
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Russell Wilson, Technician - School of Applied Sciences 

Russell makes a positive impact on partnerships between 
academics, technicians and students daily, striving to offer 
the best level of technical service for both teaching and 
research purposes.  

An active member of the National Technicians Development 
Centre, Russell has now been approached to participate in a 
number of grant funding opportunities, one of which has 
produced a successful collaboration with our three other 
HEIs in the city and now has active membership from TSMs 
and Technical teams across the institution.  
 
Russell’s successful partnership with laboratory technicians 
from many universities across the UK has also led to a 
successful grant funding focusing on promoting technical 
careers to the next generation.  

Maggie Reid, Business Development & Relationship 
Manager - RIE 

Maggie has built relationships and partnerships with NHS 
National Services Scotland for the University, and recently 
led the successful NHS Assure tender bid. 

These relationships have recently resulted in ENU being 
selected to manage calls and associated funding for NHS 

Scotland Assure through a £1million funding pot. This will 
not only improve the University’s relationships with NHS 
NSS but have positive reputational impact.  

Maggie worked across a number of internal and external key 
stakeholders to develop a successful tender proposal. These 
efforts show the development of impactful partnerships, 
delivery of outstanding results, overcoming challenges, 
developing external networks, benefitting local/national 
communities whilst providing a university-wide approach.  

Agata Krowinska, Lecturer - The Business School 

In September 2021, we launched a reciprocal Dual Degree in 
MSc International Marketing and MSc International 
Marketing with Tourism programmes with IPAG Business 
School in France.  

The first reciprocal Dual Degree programmes in the Business 
School would not happen without Agata’s hard work and 
leadership in managing the relationship. The approval 
process which took place within a very short timeframe was 
successful because of Agata’s significant input and 
contribution.  

She regularly communicates and liaises with our partner and 
colleagues to ensure that our students in the UK and France 
have the best student experience possible.  

The nominees: 
Partnership Award
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Student Wellbeing & Inclusion Team: Nike Oruh, 
Counselling Clinical Lead, Lyn Halley, Mental Health 
Adviser, Leah MacGilp, Mental Health Adviser, Tam 
Burnett, Lead Cognitive Behavioural Therapist, Amy 
Beddows, Student counsellor, Eden Milne, Student 
counsellor, Michelle MacKinnon-Rae, Student 
counsellor – People & Services

This core team of counsellors, mental health advisors and 
CBT therapists offer continuous support to the service’s 
broader group of therapists, ensuring that the service and 
its’ practitioners can provide vital and ethical mental 
health support during what has been exceptionally 
challenging times. 

They offer expert clinical advice, line management duties 
and inspirational CPD sessions to the wider team of 
guaranteed hours practitioners. 

The service has, to date, seen a 50% increase in referrals, 
and the team works tirelessly, providing front line and, at 
times, life-saving interventions.  

Lee Managan, Administrator & Allocation Officer & 
Brydon Connolly, Student Accommodation Manager - 
Student Accommodation Team – Property & Facilities

Lee and Brydon have shown exceptional commitment to 
supporting an outstanding student experience under 
significant pressures over the last year (and since the 
start of the pandemic). Lee and Brydon have done their 
utmost to ensure students have access to safe 
accommodation. 

Public recognition is warranted for the work they quietly 
and professionally do behind the scenes supporting 
students experiencing homelessness, mental health 
challenges and difficult financial circumstances caused or 
worsened due to the pandemic and lockdown restrictions. 

The nominees: 
Outstanding Student Experience Award
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Kirstie Farmer, Student Safeguarding and Equality 
Manager – Student Wellbeing and Inclusion

In the short time Kirstie has been in post, Kirstie has made a 
large positive impact on the student experience of some of our 
most vulnerable students. Through leading our safeguarding 
arrangements, Kirstie has helped to ensure the wellbeing and 
safety of students who are at risk and missing, whilst also 
taking on a liaison role with the bereaved families of students 
who have died.

Kirstie has dealt with Afghan students who have been in crisis 
since the collapse of their country's infrastructure, with 
students at risk of forced marriage, students in mental health 
crisis and much more - all challenging 
cases that require knowledge, skills, tact and empathy. 

Kirstie shows the utmost professionalism, works in 
partnership with internal and external stakeholders to deliver 
successful outcomes, is inclusive, and innovative.  

Recent graduate David Hughes at 
the Graduations City Takeover
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Lorna Proudfoot
School of Applied Sciences

Joyce Greig
School of Health & Social Care

Fiona-Jean Howson
School of Health & Social Care

Patricia Perry
School of Health & Social Care

John McDougall
School of Engineering & the 
Built Environment

Barbara Wood
School of Health & Social Care

Kerry Millar
School Support Service

Lesley Laidlaw
School Support Service

Louise Outerson
School Support Service

Length of Service

25 years

The long service award is given to those who have achieved 25 
years’ service at the University. Congratulations to the following 
people on achieving this key milestone in 2021:

And a huge congratulations goes to...Alison McCleery from the 
Business School who achieved 40 years’ service in 2021.

Thank you to each and every one of you!
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Length of Service recognition at the 
last in-person Above & Beyond 

ceremony in 2019, with Principal 
Andrea Nolan and special guest 

Carol Kirkwood in the background
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ONE FINAL HUGE...
THANK YOU!
We would like to thank 
everyone that has been 
involved in developing and 
delivering the Above & 
Beyond 2022 Awards event.

With a very special thanks to 
the following individuals...
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Geoff Day
for his role as Master of Ceremonies

June Boyle
for her address this evening

Professor Andrea Nolan and the Senior 
Leadership Team
for their role in presenting the awards this evening

The Above and Beyond Awards panel
for their time and commitment in judging all nominations

The Above and Beyond Project Team
for all their hard work throughout the award nomination 
process and the delivery of tonight’s event

Craigmac design services
for his work on all aspects of Above and Beyond design

The Portering, Catering, Cleaning, 
Maintenance and Security Teams at 
Craiglockhart Campus

The Health & Safety Team
for keeping us safe throughout the evening

Richard Firth
for his support and facilitation in producing the Above 
and Beyond trophies

Elliot Bibby
for contributing to this evening’s entertainment

Innes Reid, student from the School of 
Arts & Creative Industries, our 
photographer for this evening

Catalyst
for their production support throughout the awards 
ceremony

Tony Docherty, The Kilted Caricaturist
for contributing to this evening’s entertainment

Sam Vincent-Kilbride, solo guitarist, 
student from the School of Arts & 
Creative Industries

Giant, live band
for providing the music for this evening
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